
 

 

SUMMARY OF THE NEWS OF THE WEEK FROM JUNE 27TH TO JULY 3RD 2021. 

 

1.- FROM TUESDAY JUNE 29TH TO WEDNESDAY JUNE 3RD 2021 PARAMILITARY MEMBERS 

ASSASSINATED WITH BULLETS 15 PERSONS IN DELMAS IN 32 AND CHRIST-ROI, AMONG THEM 

2 JOURNALISTS: MARIE ANTOINETTE DUCLAIRE AND DIEGO CHARLES.  

Paramilitary members assassinated 15 persons on 

the night of Tuesday June 29th to Wednesday 

June 30th 2021, among them, there are 2 

journalists: Diego Charles who is a reporter who 

worked in Radio Vision 2000 and Marie Antoinette 

Duclaire, a journalist of Radio Sans Fin (RSF), 

feminist militant, mouthpiece of Matris 

Liberasyon political movement. The paramilitary 

members assassinated them in front of Diego 

Charles' house in Christ-Roi. In the photos and videos that are spreading on the social networks, 

we can see Antoinette's picture bathing in her own blood behind the wheel of the car and 

Diego Charles lying face down in front of the car. According to the verbal process of the judge of 

the Peace Court of the district of Delmas, Mr the lady and the gentleman receive several 

bullets. 

Enock Arismat, the news director in the radio Vision 2000 spoke in several medias in the capital, 

he mentioned how Diego Charles death disturb the whole team of the radio. He indicated: 

Diego Charles is a very enthusiastic young, he loved his profession. When he is working on a 

theme, he does that with his heart, he does it with passion for the occupation. According to 

Enock Arismat Diego Charles who is only 33 years old, is a man who has a lot of enthusiasm, he 

likes kidding. One of the best reporters of the radio. He was a the reporter of reference of the 

radio. Arismat declared also: Diego liked a lot life, he was cheerful. He was the main animator 

of the radio with his jokes. 



On the other hand, Antonio Chéramy, who is a leader of the 

Matris Liberasyon movement talked about the assassination of 

Antoinette Duclaire. He declared: the victim was threatened 

because of his political conviction. During February paramilitary 

members came to shoot on her house. Antoinette Duclaire 

always criticized the "de facto" government of Jovenel Moise, 

according to her that establish the death squad to assassinate 

the political opponents. Antoinette Duclaire chose to stay in the 

country to take part in the change of the society. The former 

senator of the West department, Antonio Chéramy did not hide 

his anger and indignation in front of that assassination. He described Antoinette like a valiant 

woman who loved her country and believed in the change of the country. The leader of Matris 

Liberasyon declared: the movement is not going to return, they will keep struggling to take the 

haitian people out of the domination of the criminals of PHTK regime that Jovenel leads. 

We have to note that the militant Antoinette Duclaire (Netty) was the animator of a show in 

Radio San Fen (RSF). She has just initiated with Diego an online media whose name is "La 

République". The massacre of Delmas 32 and Christ-Roi incites many people to ask: why doesn't 

the Haitian people rise up till now to overthrow the criminal regime of g9 in family 

paramilitaries of PHTK.  

 

2.- ON TUESDAY JUNE 29TH 2021, NOU KONSYAN JOINTLY WITH SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS 

OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY REALIZED A SIT-IN IN FRONT OF THE JUSTICE MINISTRY AGAINST THE 

VILLAINOUS ORDER THAT THE JUDGE RAMONCITE ACCIMÉ EMIT TO LAUNDER PEOPLE AND 

COMPANIES THAT ROBBED 4.2 BILLIONS OF US DOLLAR. 

The "Petro challengers" organization NOU KONSYAN 

jointly with several organizations, like: Aksyon Sosyal 

pou Delmas Chanje, Fos Delmas, Aksyon Jenès pou 

Demokrasi (AJD), Nou se Dorval, Nou pap Dòmi, 

Koperasyon Jèn Aktif pou Devlopman ak Avansman 

Mas yo (KOJARAM), organized on Tuesday June 29th 

2021, in front of the Justice Ministry, a sit-in to criticize 

the villainous order that the judge Ramoncite Accimé 

emit on June 23rd 2021 in order to launder people and 

companies that get involved in robbing 4.2 billions of us dollar, of petrocaribe funds. Those 

organizations took the advantage to criticize organized crimes that are committed in several 

places in the Metropolitan area.  



Several tens of citizen participated in that sit-in during which a musical group were with the 

demonstrators in the mobilization in front of the headquarters of the Justice Ministry.  

Through several messages in the placards, we could read:" the de facto power federate the 

paramilitaries to assassinate the population", "people who robbed the Petrocaribe money must 

go to jail". We have to mention that most of the demonstrators in the sit-in wore mask.  

Some demonstrators spoke in radio Resistance micro, they criticized the de facto government 

of Jovenel Moise that does not do anything to face the massacres that are perpetrated in 

popular neighborhoods, like: Martissant, Bel-air and Bas Delmas a month ago. The 

demonstrators did not hide their concerns about several families situation that leave their 

houses because paramilitaries is assassinating them. Those persons are left alone, they are 

leading a very bad life. Till now the government whose mandate is over since February 7th 2021 

does not do anything so that the people return home. We have to mention, the police broke up 

the sit-in with tear gas. What cause panic in the areas of Carrefour Turf our, Ave Charles 

Summer, Ave Christophe. One can ask why the police cannot help the people to have a break 

with the paramilitaries g9 in family that assassinate them in the popular neighborhoods, 

nevertheless once 3 citizens get in the streets to require their rights, the police is there to brake 

and put things in mess? What role plays the police today? 

 

3.- SEVERAL TENS OF DISABLED DEVASTATED PEOPLE ARE LIVING IN THE ELEMENTARY  

SCHOOL OF DELMAS 103, IN THE DISTRICT OF PÉTIONVILLE WITHOUT WATER, FOOD, NOR 

ANY BASIC SERVICES THAT ONE NEEDS TO LIVE. 

Several hundreds of disabled old people, 

children, boys and girls are going through 

a difficult situation in the primary school 

of Delmas 103, in Pétionville since the 

Intervention and Law Enforcement Body 

(CIMO) put fire in the disabled people 

camp from Thursday June 10th to Friday 

June 11th on the night. The situation of 

disabled get worse today in the primary 

school of Pétionville that is a space that was not perceived to receive any kind of disabled 

people. Furthermore those people do not receive any   government assistance, they are 

forsaken in the space without help, without water, without toilet what obliged them to make 

ploppies in the same place they sleep. The other opportunity, is that they need 50 gourdes to 

pay to go to toilet. According to Jetwo one of disabled people in the space, ask for help on 



behalf of disabled people that, according to him cannot keep living in such a situation or they 

will die.  

We have to remind, there are three people that were reached by bullets, another disappeared 

and several houses were totally burnt, that's the assessment of the Intervention and Law 

Enforcement Body (CIMO) in the camp located in the air strip on Thursday June 10th 2021. 

Instead of arresting the paramilitaries members, the police put fire in the disabled people 

camp, that the government should protect.  

Anyway the PHTK government really wants to destroy the popular mass when they kill people 

in popular neighborhoods and burn their houses and their assets.  

 

4.- THE SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE NATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF THE HAITIAN WORKERS 

(CTH), RENÉ PRÉVIL JOSEPH, DIED AFTER A RESPIRATORY DISCOMFORT ON SUNDAY JUNE 

27TH 2021 AT ST LUKE HOSPITAL WHERE HE WAS RECEIVING MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. 

René Prévil Joseph, the secretary general of the 

Haitian Workers Confederation (CTH) and the 

National Federation of Workers of Education 

and Culture (FENATECH) died on Sunday June 

27th 2021, at Saint Luke hospital in Tabarre. 

According to the national of the Haitian Workers 

(CNOHA) Dominique Saint-Eloi, Mr René Prévil 

had difficulty to breathe. He indicated: the 

unionist leader was infected by corona virus. 

Dominique Saint-Eloi keeps explaining: the teacher René Prévil Joseph was at the hospital since 

Saturday June 19th 2021. In spite of the effort of the family and the employees of the hospital, 

that could not prevent him from dying on Sunday June 27th 2021 at the hospital Saint Luke in 

Tabarre. Let's note that, René Prévil Joseph like unionist dedicated most of his life defending a 

better condition of work for the workers in Haiti. He fight a lot so that those who work in 

education and culture be well treated and benefit social protection. Dominique Saint-Eloi 

affirmed that he was an advisor for CNOHA, he had many respect for him because of his route 

in the union struggle in Haiti. The leader of CNOHA took the advantage to criticize the Haitian 

government that does not put any health infrastructure in the country, that situation cause that 

the population cannot find medical assistance. That's what we are going through with the 

corona virus. The unionist René Prévil Joseph death let sadness and desolation in the life of all 

those who worked with him. It is true that, he died without having seen the society in which he 



wanted to live, but, each consequent haitian must take up the struggle that teacher began to 

finish it. 

 

5.- THROUGH A PRESS RELEASE, THAT THE DEMOCRATIC AND POPULAR SECTOR (SDP) 

PUBLISHED ON TUESDAY JUNE 29TH 2021, THEY THROW FAR AWAY THE 

RECOMMENDATIONS THAT THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES MADE IN THE REPORT  

AFTER THEY SENT A MISSION IN THE COUNTRY.  

The Democratic and Popular Sector throw away 

the set of recommendations that the 

Organization of the American States (OAS) 

made, through the report they elaborate after 

the visit of the OAS mission in the country. 

Through a note that the Democratic Sector 

published on Tuesday June 29th 2021, they 

declared: the country does not accept either 

referendum nor demagogic elections that the 

de facto government of Jovenel Moise wants to do. In the report of the OAS mission that visited 

the country, it was done the following recommendations: to form a cohabitation government, 

change the Electoral Provisional Council members (CEP) to realize elections during the year 

2021. Only a radical transition can solve the crisis that is disturbing the country. Elections 

cannot be realized with Jovenel Moise, there are several reasons to explain that, like: the 

paramilitaries control the popular neighborhoods, the CEP is ilegal, the actual government does 

not have either title nor quality to realize elections because its mandate is over according to the 

article 134-2 of the constitution of march 29th 1987, etc. Any condition is achieved to invite the 

political class to take part in elections in the actual situation of the country.  

The Democratic and Popular Sector affirmed: in OAS recommendations, it does not appear the 

popular demands, it is about the same words that the people criticize OAS want to impose the 

haitian people.  

The Democratic and Popular Sector keeps confirming: the OAS recommendations prove that 

the Sector is right. Because they said: OAS does not have either legitimity nor moral quality to 

solve the crisis that the country is going through. Because OAS participate to lead the crisis in 

the level it is now. Like this the Democratic Sector ask to the living power of the country, to put 

themselves together to prevent the de facto government of Jovenel Moise to realize neither 

referendum nor elections in the country.  

 



6.- ON TUESDAY JUNE 29TH 2021,THE ASSOCIATION OF THE PHARMACIST OF HAITI CRITICIZE 

THE PUBLIC AND POPULATION HEALTH MINISTRY (MSPP)THAT ALLOW THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

TO BUY THE VACCINE AGAINST CORONA VIRUS, OVERSEAS WITHOUT CONTROL TO TRADE 

WITH THE HAITIAN PEOPLE. 

Through a note that the Association of the pharmacists 

of Haiti published on Tuesday June 29th 2021, they 

criticized the Public and Population Health Ministry that 

allow the private sector instead of the government, to 

buy the vaccine against the corona virus overseas. 

Hugues Saint-Jean, one of the main leaders of the 

association declared: the decision that the Ministry 

makes, is a proof of its irresponsibility. He affirmed: in 

all the other countries in the world it is the state task to 

control the vaccine against the corona virus and distribute it to its population, they do not let it 

to the private sector. While the corona virus cases increase in the country, MSPP choose to 

move out from the vaccine case then let it between the hands of the private sector to trade to 

the disadvantage of the population.  

The Association of the pharmacists declared: that decision let the government naked in the 

management of the corona virus. It is a proof that the government does not have any policy to 

face the virus that is spreading in the country. The association keeps explaining: that 

authorisation is at the benefit of the private sector in the health fueld.  What allow them make 

money at the disadvantage of the population that was already facing many problems. The 

association of the pharmacists indicated: if they allow the private sector to import the vaccine, 

it will be very expensive, at that time, most of the population won't be able to buy it. Then 

there will not be any control on the vaccine quality. Till now there is no vaccine laboratory 

control in the country. What increase the risk for the private sector to import any kind of 

vaccine. 

We have to remind that, in 1996, the laboratory Pharval that belonged to Boulos killed about 

200 children with a medicine named "Afebril". The parents never find justice and reparation 25 

years later. 

 

Port-au-Prince, July 7th 2021 

Jean Waltes BIEN-AIME of Radio Resistance and Haitian Popular Press Agency (APPA) 

 


